Anatomical studies in monkeys have shown that S1 and the second somatosensory cortex (S2) are serially connected (Pons et al., 1987(Pons et al., , 1992 ) and appear to reflect activity associwhether the motor areas of the frontal lobe receive the result of the discrimination process from other ated with the comparison between the two stimuli (R.R., A.Z., and A.H., unpublished data). The question that areas or whether they actively participate in it. To investigate this, we trained monkeys to discriminate bearises then is whether there is a truly clear distinction between those areas presumably dedicated to sensory tween two mechanical vibrations applied sequentially to the fingertips; here subjects had to recall the first processing and those traditionally viewed as motor. There are two possibilities. First, the motor areas could vibration, compare it to the second one, and indicate with a hand/arm movement which of the two vibrations process a fully formed decision signal in order to generate an appropriate set of motor commands. In this case, had the higher frequency. We recorded the activity of single neurons in medial premotor cortex (MPC) and information and processes used before reaching a decision should be mostly absent from motor cortical activfound that their responses correlate with the diverse stages of the discrimination process. Thus, activity in ity. Second, the motor areas could participate more actively in the decision process; in which case, they should MPC reflects the temporal evolution of the decisionmaking process leading to action selection during this reflect details about the sensory inputs regardless of the motor outcome. perceptual task. 
Thus, in principle, S2 could process the S1 representaSummary tion of vibrotactile stimuli and transmit its output to the motor cortices (Luppino et al., 1993) . S2 neurons show The events linking sensory discrimination to motor action remain unclear. It is not known, for example, a transformation of the S1 vibrotactile representation and appear to reflect activity associwhether the motor areas of the frontal lobe receive the result of the discrimination process from other ated with the comparison between the two stimuli (R.R., A.Z., and A.H., unpublished data). The question that areas or whether they actively participate in it. To investigate this, we trained monkeys to discriminate bearises then is whether there is a truly clear distinction between those areas presumably dedicated to sensory tween two mechanical vibrations applied sequentially to the fingertips; here subjects had to recall the first processing and those traditionally viewed as motor. There are two possibilities. First, the motor areas could vibration, compare it to the second one, and indicate with a hand/arm movement which of the two vibrations process a fully formed decision signal in order to generate an appropriate set of motor commands. In this case, had the higher frequency. We recorded the activity of single neurons in medial premotor cortex (MPC) and information and processes used before reaching a decision should be mostly absent from motor cortical activfound that their responses correlate with the diverse stages of the discrimination process. Thus, activity in ity. Second, the motor areas could participate more actively in the decision process; in which case, they should MPC reflects the temporal evolution of the decisionmaking process leading to action selection during this reflect details about the sensory inputs regardless of the motor outcome. perceptual task.
We tested these alternatives by recording from single neurons in two motor areas ( Tanji, , 2000 . We show a chain of neural operations that include encoding the two consecutive stimulus frequencies, maintaining the here that MPC contains neurons that signal the different components of the discrimination task in a manner that first stimulus in working memory, comparing the second stimulus to the memory trace left by the first stimulus, is conjectured to be a chain of neural operations leading to the selection of a motor action. At one extreme, MPC and then communicating the result of the comparison to the motor apparatus. Studying this chain of neural neurons signal the base stimulus frequency, while at the other, they generate a neural signal that correlates with operations in different brain areas may lead to an understanding of how the brain accomplishes such sensory the output of the animal's decision. Remarkably, in the middle of this chain, MPC neurons represent the memodiscrimination tasks .
Recent studies have shown that neurons in the prirized base stimulus frequency and the result of the comparison process; that is, during the comparison period, mary somatosensory cortex (S1) generate a neural representation of vibrotactile stimuli that correlates closely MPC neurons indicate the recall of the base stimulus, the current comparison stimulus, and the difference bewith psychophysical performance (Herná ndez et al., 2000; Salinas et al., 2000) . Discrimination based on mitween the two stimuli. We suggest that the neuronal events recorded in MPC are evidence that the motor crostimulation patterns injected into clusters of S1 neurons is indistinguishable from that produced by natural areas of the frontal lobe combine past and current sensory information for the selection of a voluntary motor stimuli Figures 1B and 1C ) had large differences between base (f1) and comparison (f2), compared with 1D), monkeys first pay attention to f1. Based on this information, they must then elaborate the subsequent the monkey's psychophysical threshold. After training, neurophysiological recordings were made in MPC, component of the discrimination process. We found 61 MPC neurons (53%, of 115 that responded to f1) that which comprises the pre-SMA and the SMA-proper (Matsuzaka et al., 1992), while the monkeys performed modulated their firing rate as a function of f1; Figure 1F shows their locations. Figure 2A shows an example. This the task. Based on off-line statistical tests, we identified 803 neurons that had task-related responses. Neurons neuron varied its firing rate as a positive monotonic function of f1 ( Figure 2B ). Forty two neurons (69%) varied from the pre-SMA and the SMA-proper of the two hemispheres were considered together because of similar their firing rate as a positive monotonic function of the increasing f1, while 19 others (31%) varied their firing activity during the vibrotactile discrimination task (Table  1 ). The total number of responsive neurons is exceeded rate as a negative monotonic function of the increasing f1 ( Figure 2C ). The response latency of the neuron shown because a neuron may participate in more than one period of the task.
in Figure 2A after the onset of f1 was 60 ms; for the coding of f1 during the delay period also responded in a similar fashion during the f1 period (n ϭ 16). Thus, f1 is encoded directly in the neurons' firing rate in a smoothly graded fashion during the delay period between f1 and f2. The monotonic encoding of f1 during the delay period between f1 and f2 was not static. We studied 43 of the 89 neurons that had fixed delays of 3 s, and 46 with fixed delays of 1 s, while the monkeys worked with the stimulus set shown in Figure 1C . In these two fixed interstimulus delay periods, monkeys could anticipate the timing of f2, and the MPC neurons often reflected this fact. For each neuron, we determined the times during the delay period in which their firing rates encoded a significant monotonic signal of f1. Most neurons could be described as falling into three main groups. "Early" neurons carried a signal about f1 during the first third, but not during the last third, of the delay period. "Persistent" neurons ( Figure 3A) carried a signal about f1 during the entire delay period. "Late" neurons carried a signal about f1 during the last third, but not during the first third, of the delay period ( Figures 3B and 3C ). Figure  3D shows that most neurons studied that had fixed delay periods of 3 s manifested monotonic encoding of f1 just at the end of the delay period (31 of 43, 72%), whereas tion about f1 at the end of the delay period. These results suggest that this anticipatory activity carries information about f1. This activity could also indicate the animal's population, the latency was 67 Ϯ 13 ms (mean Ϯ SD). motor plan, but this is unlikely given the design of the Thus, during the vibrotactile discrimination task, f1 is stimulus set used to study these MPC neurons (Figure encoded directly in the firing rates of MPC neurons in 1C). This set was such that the correct motor plan could a smoothly graded fashion.
only be implemented after comparison of f2 against f1. The stimulus by itself could not give rise to a probability Representation of the Base Stimulus of correct discrimination higher than chance (50%), during the Delay Period whereas the monkey's actual performance was between The comparison of f2 is made against the memory trace 84% and 94% correct discriminations. left by f1. During the vibrotactile discrimination task (Figures 1A and 1C) , we recorded 89 MPC neurons (39.5% of 225 that had delay activity) whose discharge rates
Responses during the Comparison Period
To solve the vibrotactile discrimination task, the monkey varied during the delay period between f1 and f2 as a monotonic function of f1; Figure 1G shows their locahad to compare f2 against the memory trace left by f1, decide whether f2 is higher or lower than f1, and then tions. Some of these MPC neurons discharged most weakly after stimulation with the lowest f1 and increased indicate its decision by pressing one of two push-buttons with its free hand. We recorded neurons in MPC their firing rates steadily for increasing f1 (positive monotonic encoding, n ϭ 57, 64%). Two examples are in that responded differentially during the comparison f2 period; for some neurons, this activity was prolonged Figures 3A and 3B; Figures 3E and 3F show the respective firing rates during the delay period as a function of to the reaction and movement time periods. By "differential" we mean that the activity is selective either for f1. Others had discharge rates that varied in the opposite direction (negative monotonic encoding, n ϭ 32, 36%). the comparison f2 Ͼ f1 or for f2 Ͻ f1 during correct discriminations. We wondered whether the responses An example is shown in Figure 3C , with the firing rate during the delay period as a function of f1 shown in quantified during f2 depended on f1, even though f1 had been applied 3 s earlier, or whether they simply reflected Figure 3G . Sixty-two percent of the time the firing rates of these MPC neurons were smooth functions (linear or their association with the motor responses. We examined f1 dependence during f2 as follows. In soft sigmoid; see Experimental Procedures) of f1 ( Figure  3H) . Some of the neurons that displayed monotonic enthe stimulus set illustrated in Figure 1B , three f2 compar- ison frequencies (18, 22, and 26 Hz) are preceded by f1 beginning 1000 ms before and ending 1000 ms after the comparison period. A total of 146 neurons (out of 264, frequencies such that in some trials, f1 is 8 Hz higher, and in some trials, it is 8 Hz lower than f2. For each of 55%) deviated their ROC indices above 0.5 at some point during the comparison period or during the reaction and these f2 frequencies, we computed the area under the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve (Green movement time periods due to the strongest activity for f2 Ͼ f1 correct discriminations ( Figure 4A ), whereas and Sweets, 1966), which quantifies how discriminable the distributions of responses to high and low f1 values others (n ϭ 118, 45%) deviated their ROC indices above 0.5 due to the strongest activity for f2 Ͻ f1 correct diswere. According to their responses during f2, we classified the neurons into two groups: those with higher firing criminations ( Figure 4B) . A crucial question, as indicated above, is whether rates for f2 Ͼ f1 trials than for f2 Ͻ f1 trials, and those with higher rates for f2 Ͻ f1 trials than for f2 Ͼ f1 trials. these differential responses indicate the comparison between f1 and f2, or the differential motor response that We then used ROC analysis to determine how well each neuron could discriminate between these two condiis implemented to indicate discrimination. We ruled out the presence of a simple differential motor activity assotions. A value of 1 indicates, for one of the groups, that all the responses during f2 for f2 Ͼ f1 trials had more ciated with the push-button presses by testing these MPC neurons in a control task where the same vibrotacspikes than any of the responses for f2 Ͻ f1 trials. For the other group, it indicates that all the responses during tile stimuli were used ( Figure 1A ), but animals had to follow a visual cue to produce the motor response. In f2 for f2 Ͻ f1 trials had more spikes than any of the responses for f2 Ͼ f1 trials. A value of 0.5 indicates that this condition, all neurons reduced the deviation of their ROC indices from 0.5 ( Figure 4C represents the analysis the two sets of responses were similar. For each neuron, we took the average of the area under the ROC curve of a subpopulation of neurons from Figure 4A ; Figure  4D Figure 6B ) and during the comthat f2 will be lower than f1 and, so, the corresponding motor response. If this were the case, the MPC neurons parison, reaction, and movement time periods (middle and right panels of Figure 7B ). would increase their firing rate during the comparison period when f2 Ͻ f1 (selective for lower frequencies).
To further quantify the interaction between f1 and f2 during the comparison period and beyond it, we used The 61 neurons that had monotonic responses during the f1 period are quite appropriate for determining a multivariate regression analysis (Draper and Smith, 1981). We fit the activity of each differential response whether their activities predict the f2 response and the corresponding push-button press. A total of 43 of the over the periods before, during, and after the comparison period as a linear function of both f1 and f2. The 61 neurons responded differentially during the f2 period, but for 28 (65%) neurons, the f2 and motor responses responses, which in principle could be an arbitrary function of both f1 and f2, were reasonably well approxicould not be predicted on the basis of f1 responses. For example, the neurons that increased their firing rate mated by a general linear fit to both f1 and f2: during the f1 period as a positive monotonic function of the increasing f1 also increased their firing rate during firing rate ϭ a1 ϫ f1 ϩ a2 ϫ f2 ϩ a3.
(1) the f2 period when f2 Ͼ f1: in other words, in the opposite direction according to a motor prediction signal. Thus, In this formulation, the coefficients a1 and a2 serve as direct measurements of firing rate dependence on f1 and these neuronal correlates suggest that monkeys do not anticipate their motor reactions based only upon sena2, respectively. To illustrate this analysis, the resulting coefficients a1 and a2 for the neuron in Figure 5A are sory inputs, but rather, need to compare the two stimuli. plotted in Figure 5C . Three lines are of particular importance in these fits. Points that fall on the a2 ϭ 0 axis Dynamics of the Comparison Process Assuming that the discharges during the comparison represent responses that are a function of f1 (the memory trace of f1; represented by the open circle in panel period depend on the information of f1 and f2, then the trace of f1 and the current f2 could be observed during left of Figure 5C ). Points that fall on the a1 ϭ 0 axis represent responses that are a function of f2 (the senthe comparison period before the discharges indicated the motor responses. The neuron shown in Figure 5A sory evidence of f2). And points that fall on the a1 ϭ Ϫa2 line represent responses that are functions of the differillustrates these processes. This neuron discharges more strongly during the comparison period when the ence between f1 and f2 (open circle in middle panel of Figure 5C ). This last consideration is of particular monkey judges that f2 Ͼ f1, than in trials where f2 Ͻ f1 (middle panel of Figure 5B ). The responses are a function importance because in this task, correct behavior depends on the sign of the difference between f1 and f2. of the interaction between f1 and f2. For example, when f2 is equal to 18, 22, and 26 Hz it can be judged higher Based on this analysis, 139 of the 264 neurons whose strongest responses occurred during the f2 period (Figor lower, depending on f1 (middle panel of Figure 5B ), and the response reflects this. Notice also that this neuure 6A) fall always on the diagonal ( Figure 6D) ; 63 neurons had similar responses but showed the highest disron carries information of f1 during the delay period preceding f2 ( Figure 5A and left panel of Figure 5B) . charges during the reaction and movement time periods Neurons that only indicated the difference between some neurons encode f1 or f2, and later these and other units encode the differences between f1 and f2. f1 and f2 were more abundant in the database (n ϭ 139; Figure 6D ). These cells had no delay activity and The comparison between f1 and f2 is not a static operation. We therefore analyzed it as a function of time.
produced their strongest differential responses during the comparison period. Analysis of this population as a We measured the firing rate using a sliding window of 100 ms duration in 25 ms increments and then fit the function of time shows that the differential signal occurs during the second half of the comparison period, beginresponses as functions of both f1 and f2 with timedependent coefficients. Figures 5D, 6C, differential activity during the reaction time period (Figure 1D) . In half of the trials, f2 was held fixed and f1 varied from trial to trial, and in the other half of the trials, ures 7A and 7D). The differential response for these cells is typically initiated during the comparison period f2 varied and was compared against a fixed f1. The onset of the differential signal (the ROC index) was calculated (364 Ϯ104 ms; Figure 7E ). These neurons started firing significantly later than the neurons with the strongseparately for different combinations of f1 and f2. We studied 26 neurons that carried significant f1 information est differential activity during the comparison period (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p Ͻ 0.01) (Siegel and during the delay when f1 or f2 varied across trials. The results are shown in Figures 8A and 8B . The y axes in Castellan, 1988). Only 23 of these neurons initiated the differential response during the reaction time period, these plots show the ROC index regardless of whether the neuron fires more strongly when f2 Ͼ f1 or f2 Ͻ f1. and 14 maintained it through the movement time period. None of the neurons that responded differentially during Each curve represents the mean average of the temporal evolution of the ROC indices for differences of 0, 2, 4, the reaction and movement times indicated any information of f1 or f2 only. Thus, their activity may be related and 8 Hz between f1 and f2. These were measured using a sliding window of 100 ms duration in 20 ms increments. to the comparison process or to the associated motor commands; in the present task, it is difficult to distinTrials of 0 Hz of difference between f1 and f2 were grouped according to the push-button presses. The onguish between these alternatives after the comparison stimulus.
set of the comparison signal for these neurons varied as a function of the difference between f1 and f2 ( Figures  8A and 8B ). For example, for f2 fixed at 20 Hz, when the Dynamics of the Discrimination Process As mentioned above, the differential response of MPC difference between f1 and f2 was 8 Hz, the latency of the differential signal was 80 ms relative to the start neurons with significant delay activity developed earlier. We looked at this result more carefully through addiof f2, whereas with 0 Hz difference, the onset of the differential response was 160 ms ( Figure 8A ). Intermeditional analysis. For this we used a stimulus set in which monkeys performed at psychophysical thresholds (Figate response latencies between two values were ob- 
in (A) and (B). These neurons do not show significant ROC indices during the delay period. Their differential responses during the comparison begin later than in (A) and (B). Arrows and numbers in (A), (B), (D), and (E) are the onsets (in milliseconds) of the discrimination process. These correspond to the initiation of the differential responses. (C and F)
Normalized neuronal responses as a function of time for neurons with (C) and without (F) significant delay activity. Separate traces are shown for correct trials in the preferred condition (continuous, black line) and nonpreferred condition (continuous, gray line). Broken lines indicate incorrect trials. The preferred condition is either f2 Ͼ f1 or f2 Ͻ f1, whichever produces a stronger response for a given neuron. Traces were calculated from trials with differences of 4 Hz between f1 and f2. Activities were normalized with respect to the highest firing rates during correct trials. tained when the difference between f1 and f2 was 2 (140 f1 during the delay period ( Figure 8C ) and for those that did not ( Figure 8F ). We considered all trials where the ms) and 4 Hz (120 ms), respectively. Similar latencies were obtained when f2 varied from trial to trial and f1 difference between f1 and f2 was 4 Hz and sorted the responses into hits and errors according to sign of f2-remained fixed at 20 Hz ( Figure 8B) .
We repeated the analysis using the same stimulus f1, normalizing the activity against the mean response of the last 300 ms of the comparison period from trials set for 39 differential neurons that had no significant f1 during the delay period. Figures 8D and 8E show that where f2 Ͼ f1 or f2 Ͻ f1, depending on the preference neuron's response. The dynamics of the neuronal poputhe initiation of the differential population responses were significantly longer than those of the population lation around the comparison period was determined using a sliding window of 100 ms duration incremented with delay activity: 160 and 200 ms for 8 and 0 Hz differences between f1 and f2, respectively. Thus, although in 20 ms, beginning 1000 ms before and ending 1000 ms after the comparison period. the response levels of the two neuronal populations were similarly affected by the task difficulty, their laten- Figures 8C and 8F show the results. Black and gray lines indicate preferred and nonpreferred responses, cies were quite different. Neurons that carry information about f1 during the delay period interact earlier with f2.
respectively (for f2 Ͼ f1 or f2 Ͻ f1, depending on the preference neuron's response); continuous and broken lines indicate correct and incorrect trials, respectively.
Correct versus Incorrect Discriminations An important question is whether the comparison re-
When the subject discriminates incorrectly, the preferred and nonpreferred responses shift in opposite disponses are associated with discrimination performance. In general, this is hard to prove; however, a rections (black and gray dashed lines). The differences between correct and incorrect responses with opposite strategy that may be useful is to compare evoked neural responses for correct and incorrect trials (Shadlen and preferences were not significantly different (WilcoxonMann-Whitney test, p ϭ 0.12). Thus, a movement to the Newsome, 1996; Salinas and Romo, 1998b; Kim and Shadlen, 1999) . This was done for the neurons that dislateral push-button, for instance, on average evoked similar activity whether it corresponded to a correct or charged differentially. Separate analyses were performed for the neurons that carried information about incorrect discrimination. The differential activity could thus be interpreted as encoding the motor response, in the firing rate of MPC neurons, an S1 transformation of the vibrotactile stimulus that took place in S1 and because the same movements are associated with similar levels of evoked activity. However, as shown in Fig , 2000; Salinas et al., 2000) . The responses of many to report discrimination rather than memory. However, MPC neurons had similar dependencies on stimulus frethe same arguments mentioned before apply here: the quency, especially when compared to S2, except that activity is a monotonic function of the base stimulus they appeared later (Salinas et al., 2000) . Neurons in S1 frequency, and the stimulus set used hinders the predicrespond to base stimulus with a latency of 20.2 Ϯ 4.5 tion of the second stimulus and the early implementation ms, those in S2 respond with a latency of 29.9 Ϯ 7.4 of the motor plan used to report discrimination. Based ms (R.R., A.Z., and A.H., unpublished data), and those on these results, we suggest that MPC forms part of in MPC respond with a latency of 67 Ϯ 13 ms. Thus, large cortical network (Fuster, 1997) that combines past information about the base stimulus frequency appears and current sensory information to generate motor acto reach the MPC after S1 and S2. This is consistent tions. with anatomical studies demonstrating that S2 projects to MPC ( Figure 1A) . For the Mt, we used that period from KU to cients were considered significantly different from (0, 0) if they were more than 2 SD away. Neuronal responses were defined unambigu-PB (Figure1A).
Responses tuned to f1 were defined as neurons that had a good ously as dependent of f1, f2 if the coefficients of the planar fit were within 2 SD of one of the two lines a2 ϭ 0 or a1 ϭ 0; responses linear fit ( 2 goodness-of-fit probability, Q Ͼ 0.05) (Press et al., 1992) of the mean firing rate values (calculated over the entire f1 period, were considered dependent of the difference between f2 and f1 (labeled as "d" in Figures 5F, 6E, and 7E) if the coefficients were 500 ms) as a function of the stimulus frequency and had a slope of this linear fit that was significantly different from zero (permutation more than 2 SD away from these two lines and within 2 SD of the line a2 ϭ Ϫa1. Responses not satisfying this criterion were classified test, n ϭ 1000 shuffles for each neuron, p Ͻ 0.01) (Siegel and Castellan, 1988) . Response latency to f1 was estimated using a as "mixed" type responses. The dynamics of these coefficients were analyzed using a sliding window of 100 ms duration incremented method based on the cumulative sum of the poststimulus histogram (bin width of 10 ms, n ϭ 5) (Falzett et al., 1985) .
in steps of 25 ms, from a period beginning 1000 ms before and ending 1000 ms after the comparison period. The beginning of the To compute the delay activity between f1 and f2, a continuoustime data analysis was used. Single-neuron spike trains were condifferential response (latency) was estimated for each neuron by identifying the first bin (25 ms) of three consecutive bins (75 ms) in volved with gaussian kernel ( ϭ 100 ms) to obtain time-dependent spike density functions for each trial. A time-dependent spike rate this period where the coefficients a1 and a2 were significantly different from 0, and the difference between their magnitudes was not mean and time-dependent spike rate standard error of the mean (SEM) were computed from the set of density functions for each f1 significant ( The dependences between f2 and f1 were obtained through multi-390-394.
